Dear University Student

Have you already heard about a great opportunity to show your skills – about a project called Intelligence Hunt?

We have approached almost 100 Scandinavian and European Universities, and we want to invite you to register yourselves as a Candidate to the 3rd Intelligence Hunt project organized by SeaFocus. The registration period lasts until 25.2, after which we will choose the maximum 96 finalists to work on teams of 3-4 persons. The aim is to have maximum 12 case companies and 2 teams for each case.

Do not miss your chance to get to this student top league! > Registration

Attending the Intelligence Hunt project you will get to work with influential supply chain companies and to understand the versatility of the maritime industry as an attractive career path

This industry and its stakeholders are eager to work with you to create together fresh out-of-the-box solutions and ideas.

The theme of the #IntelligenceHunt3 project is on "IoT and Sustainable Shipping – Cross Industry Learning Curve", and we will focus on cargo movements, automation, intermodality, interoperability, connectivity and intelligent port operations.

All finalists chosen will have 2-3 months to work with the cases, depending on the case company’s speed of material delivery.

The chosen Finalists will get their CV’s published in the FUTURE TALENTS Student Pool, where the companies with cases and joining the Finals as an audience will get an access to this pool.

The Finals of the #IntelligenceHunt3 takes place June 12th, 2018 in Gothenburg, Sweden.

The teams will present their solution in front of the professional maritime audience and the distinguished jury. This time we even have a debate on stage between the two teams competing of each case. In addition to the teams’ presentations and speakers from every participating company there will be high-quality international inspiring speakers representing the industries.
The Jury Members are: Markku Mylly, Executive Director, EMSA, Håkan Fagerström, Head of Cargo, Tallink Group, Frank Kho, Expert Container Operations, KhoConsulting (ex Kalmar Head of Business Intelligence), Ulla Tapaninen, Adjunct Professor PhD, Senior Advisor, City of Helsinki and Manuel Kronseder, Valmet, an ex-student, who participated Intelligence Hunt twice as a Finalist. At the end of the day, the best solutions will be awarded in a prize ceremony.

SeaFocus is the organizer and initiative taker of the project and oversees and mentors the work of the student groups together with the companies involved. Read more about SeaFocus from www.seafocus.fi and see the film of our last Intelligence Hunt Finals in Helsinki 14.11.2017 > #IntelligenceHunt2

The project #IntelligenceHunt3 will be strongly promoted in the social media throughout the project, so please follow us

- in twitter @intelligentmaritime
- and SeaFocus in Facebook
- also we ask you to join the SeaFocus Student Facebook

The working language at #IntelligenceHunt3 is English for working materials, presentation and reporting.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us www.seafocus.fi

Sincerely yours,

Heli Koukkula-Teixeira